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PROJECTOR SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR

ing such that the food product or cake provides a portion of the

PRODUCING DIGITALLY AUGMENTED,

entertainment for the event or that enhances the memories of
the event for all that attend.

INTERACTIVE CAKES AND OTHER FOOD
PRODUCTS

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates, in general, to projection

The present invention addresses the above and other prob
lems by providing methods and systems for enhancing or
augmenting food products such as cakes by using a projector

methods and systems, and, more particularly, to systems,

to project images that are mapped to the surfaces of the

devices, and methods augmenting a food product such as a

particular food product. For example, an augmentation media

cake With projected media such as video images that promote

?le may be created that maps a movie, Which blends a story
telling frame or overlay With person’ s or celebrant’ s personal
still image or movie clips, onto a three-dimensional (3D)

1. Field of the Invention

storytelling and/or interactivity With the food product.
2. Relevant Background

projection surface provided by the surfaces of a cake exposed

There are many occasions and events for Which it is desir

able to create a unique and personaliZed food product. For

to and aligned With a digital projector. In some cases, the
celebrant is able to select or provide their images to be
included in the movie as Well as selecting the storytelling

example, a birthday is often celebrated in part by decorating
a cake in a personaliZed Way suited to an individual such as to

include their name and omamentations matching their hob
bies and interests or otherWise creating a unique experience.
Ornamentation of various food products, such as cakes, con

portion.
20

fections, bread loaves, cookies, and various other pastries is

In other embodiments, interactivity is supported With the
augmented food product. For example, a depth sensing
mechanism and/ or softWare is used to determine on an ongo

often carried out for the celebration of birthdays, holidays,

ing basis the 3D topography of the projection surface (or

and various festive or similar occasions such as parties. In

distance of surface from the projector), and based on this
changing topography that may occur When a piece of cake is

another Well-knoWn example, Wedding cakes are sometimes
very elaborately ornamented by various elaborate decora

25

cut/removed, the augmentation media ?le is generated aneW
or modi?ed and projected upon the projection surface. Inter

tions such as candles, a bride and groom ?gurine, and the like

and also With very elaborate levels, shapes, and frosting
designs. Another example of a decorative food product is the
chocolate fountain in Which guests can dip fruit, cake, marsh

activity may also be provided by tracking movement of the
30

malloWs, and other food items to provide a fun and interactive

experience.
More recently, there has been a demand for creating cus
tomiZed and personaliZed decoration of cakes and other food
products to create a more unique party event. Generally, typi

user or utensils/obj ects (With optical or magnetic markers, for
example) near the surface, and based upon detection of such
movements or interaction With the projection surface, the
augmentation media ?le may be modi?ed or rendered to
include images corresponding to the user actions (e. g., Wav
ing a Wand near a cake surface that causes ?oWers to bloom

35

and so on along the detected path of the Wand or another

cal cake or food product decorating accessories, including
those providing electrical illumination, are characterized by

responsive change in the projected image).

structure that extends over or under a cake and that holds

enhancing a food product such as the surface or top of a cake
or other edible object. The method may include providing a

candles or light bulbs that project around or above the cake
surface. To date, it has been dif?cult to customiZe or person
aliZe these decorating accessories to be speci?c to a person
celebrating their birthday or other event or to a couple cel

More particularly, a method is provided for augmenting or

40

surface, a 3D surface, or the like) and generating an augmen
tation media ?le based on the projection surface. The method

ebrating their Wedding. Customization has often been limited

may further include aligning a projector With the projector
surface and then operating the projector to use the augmen
tation media ?le to project a projected image on the projection
surface of the food product. The generating of the augmenta

to a particular frosting design such as to include a message
such as “Happy Birthday, Amanda” or arranging characters or

numbers provided in decoration packages such as to provide
a person’s age. Each of these techniques is limited in the type
of message that can be provided, and the decoration is static,
e.g., does not change and is not interactive. Other decoration
techniques have included applying an image onto the frosting

tion media ?le (e. g., a digital data ?le corresponding to a
movie or the like) may include combining a set of storytelling
overlay images and a set of user-selected or provided images
50

only decorated With static items and may not be unique to the
celebrants (e. g., decorated With characters from a movie that
Would be similar for any other child). As a result, companies
that ho st parties and decoration manufacturers are continuing

to generate a composite digital video ?le. In some cases, a

portion of the overlay images are presented concurrently With

of the cake similar to printing a still image on a T-shir‘t, but,
again, this is a static decoration With limited appeal.
At some events, such as birthday parties, attendees are able
to decorate or customiZe their cakes using special pans, deco

rating tools, and decorations/ornaments, and, While the deco
rating experience may be enjoyable, the resulting cake is still

food product that includes a projection surface (e.g., a planar

the user-selected images on the projection surface such as by
providing a story-related frame With the user’s images/mov
55

ies shoWn Within the frame.
In some embodiments, the projection surface has a 3D

topography or contour, and the generating of the augmenta
tion media ?le includes mapping the projected image to the
3D topography. In some embodiments, a sense of interactivity

is provided by having the augmentation media ?le be scripted
60 such that audio or visual cues are included that are related to

to search for Ways to customiZe a party to the attendees or a

performing an interactive function or action on or near the

particular celebrant (such as a child on their birthday, a couple

projection surface (such as cutting the cake, holding up a
piece of cake, and so on). In such cases, the projected image

on their Wedding day, and so on), and, particularly, for Ways
to provide food products such as cakes that are customiZed
and unique for the celebrant or for a particular party. In some

settings, it is also desirable for the food product to be deco
rated or include ornamentation that is dynamic and entertain

65

may then contain content or images that correspond to the
performance of the interactive function (such as include char
acters that ?y or move out of the space created by cutting the
cake or the like). In some embodiments, the food product may

US 8,223,196 B2
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include an ornament on the projection surface that is selec

real-time updating of a projected image stream or video feed

tively movable (remotely controllable) in response to control
signals and the augmentation media ?le may include the
control signals and include image segments that are mapped

product;

to a projector to support interactivity of a user With the food

FIGS. 8-10 illustrate in more detail the food product in a
?rst or original state shoWing a ?rst or original image pro
jected a 3D projector surface of the food product, in a second

to the ornament and transmitted during transmission of the

control signals (e.g., the imagery projected on the ornament
changes When it is moving).
In some cases, interactivity is provided by having the

state shoWing a portion or piece of the food product being cut,
and in a third state in Which the portion or piece of the food

product has been removed and the projected image has been
modi?ed/updated based upon detected change in the depth or

method include determining a modi?cation of the 3D topog

raphy of the projection surface. Then, based upon the modi
?cation of the surface and its shape/contours, the method may
further include generating a modi?ed augmentation media

topography of the 3D projector surface; and
FIG. 11 is a How diagram or chart shoWing a digital aug

mentation method that may be implemented by the system

?le and operating the projector to use the modi?ed augmen
tation media ?le to project a modi?ed projected image on the

shoWn in FIGS. 7-10 to dynamically render or generate an

augmentation video or projected image stream based on
sensed changes in the depth(s) of a 3D projector surface
and/or based on sensed user interactions With the food prod
uct or the 3D projector surface of the food product.

food product. The projected image may include differing sets
of images that are each mapped to differing portions of the
projection surface such as based on the distance of those

surface portions from the projector, based on the topography,
or the like. For example, a base image may be projected on
one layer/level of the surface, a recessed surface-based image
may be projected on the loWer or recessed surfaces, and

20

The present invention involves devices and methods for
digitally augmenting or decorating a food product such as a

obj ect-based images may be projected upon objects identi?ed
by their shape/contours. The method may also provide inter
activity by detecting a user interaction With the projection
surface and, in response, generating a modi?ed augmentation
media ?le and operating the projector to project a modi?ed
projected image on the food product. For example, the modi

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

25

cake With projected images. The digital augmentation or pro
jected images may include a video from a digital media ?le

that is particularly suited for the projection surface(s) pro
vided by one or more surfaces of a food product, e.g., various

?ed augmentation media ?le in such cases may include an

image set(s) that is selected for inclusion based on the par
ticular interaction or utensil used in the particular interaction
(e. g., differing images if the utensil is a knife versus a magic
Wand and so on).

30

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

35

layers and toppers/ornaments of a cake. The cake or other
food product may be thought of as providing an edible, 3D
projection screen. In some cases the 3D projection screen is
also modi?able (such as When a cake or pie is cut to remove

a piece), dynamic/movable (such as When omaments/toppers/
?gurines on a cake are moved to neW locations), and/ or con

trollable (such as When ornaments/toppers/?gurines may be
motorized to move in response to remote or local control

signals), and these embodiments may provide varying levels

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a system for aug
menting or decorating a food product such as a cake With a

projected video, e. g., a system for digitally augmenting a cake
With a projected image or media;
FIG. 2 illustrates use of a projector (such as the projector of
the system of FIG. 1) to digitally augment a food product
(e. g., a cake) With a projected video image;
FIG. 3 shoWs a How diagram of a method for digitally
augmenting food products such as may be implemented With
the systems of FIGS. 1 and 2;
FIG. 4 illustrates a digitally augmented food product, e.g.,
a cake, using a decorative ?gure, object, or topper that
includes a projector adapted for projecting a video or media
upon a surface of the food product, e.g., by playing a video or
digital media ?le stored in memory (e.g., an inserted USB

of interactivity With the food product that may affect in real
40

of a cake When a portion or piece is removed).

45

The inventors Were searching for a Way to differentiate
entertainment and food-based services offered to clients to
help the clients celebrate an event such as a birthday, Wed

ding, anniversary, or the like. To this end, the inventors have
created a number of techniques for augmenting or decorating
one or more surfaces of a food product such as cake or pastry

With a projected media, Which typically includes a video
50

device or the like), received from a Wireless communication

device, received from a direct digital data communication
link/ connection, or the like;
FIG. 5 illustrates a digital augmentation system for using

time or dynamically the projected image that is provided by
the augmentation system (e.g., a projected image may be
rendered dynamically to re?ect the change in the topography

stream that is digitally mapped or aligned With the projection
surface of the food product. In one technique, the food prod
uct is augmented With a projected image that is designed to
provide an enhanced storytelling experience. For example,

for generating an augmentation video that dynamically

the top surface of a rectangular or circular cake may be used
as a projection surface for a projector, and the projected image
may be from a digital media ?le that includes a personaliZed
or user-selected/edited video (e. g., a client/user provides still
or video images that are intermixed With overlay, back
ground, foreground, or other portions to create a user-speci?c
composite media ?le for projection on the food product). In a
consumer or retail setting, the projector may be provided in a

changes based on user interactivity and includes devices for
determining changes in depths or topography of a 3D proj ec

may receive a memory device With the media ?le or receive a

55

scripted video, audio, and control ?les for digitally augment
ing an edible, 3D projection surface such as a multi-layered

cake With selectively movable omaments/decorations;
FIG. 6 shoWs another foodproduct augmentation system in
accordance With an embodiment of the invention that is useful

60

food product decoration (e.g., a cake topper/ornament) that
Wireless signal With the digital media information for proj ec

tor surface and/or for sensing and tracking a user’ s interaction

With the 3D projector surface;
FIG. 7 illustrates a food product augmentation system

adapted for using a depth sensing mechanism along With

65

tion.

In a second augmentation technique, the augmentation is
scripted such that changes in the projection surface appear to

US 8,223,196 B2
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trigger changes in the projected image. For example, the food

of the projection surface topology/shape may be performed

product may include movable ornaments that are selectively
moved or triggered to perform an action, and the projected

using one or more presently available (or later developed)
spatial measurement technology, e.g., a 3DV Z-Cam or a

image may change concurrently With or to suit/highlight such

secondary camera sensing a structured light pattern being

moving ornaments. In another example, a human actor may

projected on the projection surface. This depth or shape sens
ing enables the augmentation system to react to changes in the
shape of the cake or other food product itself. In other cases,

be performing according to a script that is timed With the
projected image, and the human actor may use cues in the

projected image or a corresponding audio ?le to perform

techniques that do not require volume/distance sensing may

certain actions near or on the projection surface. In some
cases, the human actor may cut a cake at a particular location
upon a particular audio/timing cue (and, in some cases, at a

be used to detect shape changes/interaction With the cake or
food product, such as use of retrore?ector material (as dis
cussed further beloW) and the like.
For example, the projected image may include a lake

location associated With a visual indicator), and the projected
image may appear to respond to such change in the projection

located on a surface of a cake, and a computer system running
a depth/topology processor module or program may deter
mine When and Where a piece is cut out of the cake. In
response, the computer system or system controller may ren

surface (e.g., to release a neW image such as butter?ies or

stars, to project on the neWly exposed surfaces, and so on). In
this Way, enhanced storytelling that appears interactive may
be provided using a projected image and a 3D projection

der the projected image With the neW surface topology to
provide a Waterfall ?oWing from the lake into the void or

surface on a food product.

In other embodiments or according to other augmentation
techniques, the food products such as cakes are digitally
enhanced or augmented in a truly interactive or dynamic

20

resulting space in the projection surface corresponding to the
removed piece of cake to form a pool on the cake pan or

manner. Speci?cally, augmentation methods and systems

recessed cake surface. Alternatively or additionally, the depth

may be provided that create a Way to accurately map and align

information may be used to measure/detect the position of
props/objects on the surface of the cake or other foodproduct.

projected media on to the surface of cakes or other food

products. By locating a projector (e.g., a DLP, an LCD-based
projector, or the like) above or adjacent to the cake, carefully

25

prepared media may be presented on a 3D or dimensional

projection surface of the cake. This alloWs for a unique form

of storytelling and interactivity that may be highly desirable
in many event hosting applications such as for birthday party
hosting, Wedding receptions, and the like. The appearance of

30

A portion of the augmentation image may be associated With
such props/objects and When they are moved the projected
image may be updated to track or folloW these objects. For
example, ghosts may ?y around tombstones even as and after
they are moved from a ?rst to a second (or third) position on
the surface of the cake or projected butter?ies may be

attracted to physical prop ?oWers Wherever the ?oWers hap
pen to be located on the cake (or 3D, edible projection sur

basic cake or other food product surfaces/ shapes can be vis
ibly altered to represent a variety of story themes With the

face).

projected images/media. In addition, the projected media

In another interactivity application, interaction With the

rations are moved.

cake or other food product is achieved through the use of
tracked or sensed props that may be manipulated by a human

In some applications, the cake may be personaliZed to a
child for his or her birthday, and a story can unfold during the

actor or system user near the cake or food product projection
surface. A prop in this sense may include any form of hand

may be changed dynamically as the cake is cut or it or deco

35

storytelling experience. A user (e.g., party guest) may be
instructed to decorate and then projection may be used to
enhance and reveal What Was created by their changes to the

held object that can be tracked using standard methods of
40

food product surface and/or by their selections/changes to

digital augmentation media (e.g., selection of video, provid

currently being projected on the projection surface provided

ing their still or video images, and other user editing of the

augmentation media ?le). In addition, the augmentation sys

object tracking (e.g., magnetic tracking, infrared tracking,
image-based sensing, and so on). Movement of the prop near
the cake may result in updating the augmentation media ?le or
rendering of a neW projected image that is presently or con

45

by the cake. For example, an operator may be holding a magic

tem may be used as a pre-visualiZation tool so that the cake

Wand prop and in response to a detected Waving of the Wand,

decorator and baker can experiment With projected designs
prior to creation for neW designs (e.g., choosing various frost
ing/decoration designs that may be projected on a base cake
shape and/or surfaces to visualiZe a planned design). Tem
plates for basic cake shapes may be created and stored in
memory of the augmentation system to expedite the media
creation for neW designs. Conversely, these templates may be
accessed online by customers/users so that they may design
and order their special cake or food product prior to visiting

the projected image may be modi?ed to include fairy dust

50

apply a spotlight on the projection surface, and, the projected
image may be updated to include revealed items in the sensed

55

arrival at the facility. Any of the augmentation systems may
also be provided to users via retail channels for use at home or

other locations to create events incorporating digitally aug

cake Where or near the cut or a piece of cake that is being lifted
60

The interaction With the food product may be provided in a
number of Ways. In some embodiments, the interaction may

be based upon sensing or tracking the topography or shape/
volume of the projection surface (e.g., of a cake) and then
updating/modifying the projected image based on detected
changes (e.g., movement of decoration on the top of cake,
cutting and removing a piece of cake, and so on). The tracking

spotlight such as ghosts, creatures, treasure, and so on. In yet
another example, the human actor or user of the system may
use a knife or serving implement that is tracked by the system

so that the projection may be updated in responsive manner
depending upon Where the utensils are moved (e.g., butter
?ies may be added to the projected image to stream out of the

an event facility, thus alloWing a customiZed experience upon

mented food products.

particles that are projected on the cake in a pattern that at least
someWhat matches the movement of the Wand. In other appli
cations, an actor may hold a ?ashlight prop near the cake to

out may include a projected message). In other cases, the
tracking of the movements of props may be used to activate or

control supplemental system components such as lights,
audio components, and the like to provide special effects
(e.g., the effects are triggered by sensed prop movement/use
65

such as a scream When the cake is cut in a particular location,

?ashing LED lights When a prop is touched/moved, and so

on).

US 8,223,196 B2
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FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a food product aug
mentation system 100 that may be used to digitally enhance or
decorate a food product 130. The food product 130 may be a
cake, a pastry, a cookie, a pie, or nearly any other food that is
useful for providing a 2D or, more accurately, three-dimen

storytelling/ overlay portion 136 may form a frame about the
customiZed portion 138, may be provided side-by-side or
Within the portion 138, or nearly anyWhere on the projection

sional (3D) projector screen that is also edible (at least in part
and/ or many applications). For example, the foodproduct 130
may take the form of a rectangular, circular, or other-shaped

surface, and in some cases, tWo or more of portions 136

surface 132. Likewise, the customized/personalized portion
138 may be provided in numerous locations on the projection
and/or 138 are utiliZed Within the projected media 134 to
create a desired effect.

The system 100 may be operated With the projector 110,
alignment mechanism 111, and food product 130 With the

cake. The food product 130 includes one or more exposed

surfaces or sides that provide a projection surface 132, and the
system 100 includes a projector 110 (e.g., a conventional

memory 120 being used to store the media ?le 122 (such as by

digital light processing projector (such as a projector using

inserting a USB or similar memory device into a port on the

DLP® technology available from Texas Instruments, Inc. or
the like), an LCD video projector, or another digital video
projector) that has its output light 112 directed toWard or onto

projector 110, by inserting a disk in the projector, or by

the projection surface 132 as projected image/media 134.
An alignment mechanism 111 is provided to align the
output 112 of the projector 110 With the projection surface
132 to place the projected image 134 and its components/

netWork). In other cases, though, the projector 110 may not
store the media ?le 122 and may be fed the projected image/

content in desired locations on the food product 130. The
alignment mechanism 111 may include a support frame for
hanging the projector 110 a prede?ned distance above a table
or support for the food product 130 and at a particular X-Y

position relative to the projection surface, and the mechanism
111 may further include a component for assuring positioning

otherWise loading the memory 120 With a digital augmenta
tion ?le such as by direct connection to a storage device or

media 134 such as from food augmentation server 150 or
20

another computer/ control device in real time or for only tem
porary storage.
As shoWn, though, the system 100 may be adapted to
support an online process or a decoration process that may be

handled more locally (e.g., provide the server 150 and/or
client device 170 at a decorating/augmenting facility or the
25

like). As shoWn, the system 100 includes a food augmentation
server 150 that is in communication With the projector 110

of the food product 130 on the table or other food product
support. In other cases, the output 112 may include, at least

and With a user node/ client device 170 via a communications

initially, one or more alignment components for use in prop

netWork 140 (such as the Internet, a LAN, a WAN, or other

erly centering or aligning the food product 130 such as a dot
or crosshairs for the center or corners/edges of the food prod

digital communications netWork). The food augmentation
30 server 150 may include a processor 152 that runs a video

uct 130.

generator 154 to create the media ?le 122 used to provide the

With the food product aligned With the projector 110, the
projector 110 may be operated to provide the projected

projected image/media 134. The processor 152 may also

image/media 134 on the projection surface 132. Typically, the
projected image 134 may include a storytelling or overlay
portion 136 as Well as a customized/personalized portion 138,

manage memory or data store 160, Which is used to store
?les/ data 162 for use in generating one or more graphical user
35

While other embodiments may only include one of these

components/portions. The projector 110, for example, may
include memory 120 that is accessed by the projector 110 to
provide the output 112 using one or more media ?les 122,
Which may take a Wide variety of forms but may be digital

40

video or movie ?les in a number of Well-knoWn or to be

created formats used With digital projectors. The media ?le

122, and, hence, the projected image/media 134, may include
an overlay image/stream 124 and also one or more user
selected or provided images 126 and/or one or more user

45

interfaces (GUIs) and/or served Web pages/ forms to the user
node 170.
The user node 170 may be nearly any computer or elec
tronic device that is useful for communicating in a Wired or
Wireless manner With server 150 over the netWork 140, and
the user node 170 may include a processor 172 and input/
output (I/O) devices 174 as Well as a monitor 176. During use,
an operator of device 170 may access a Web site served by
server 150 and have a GUI 178 displayed on their monitor 176
via their broWser or other application. The GUI 178 may be
adapted to alloW a user to decorate a cake or other food

product 130 With a user-created/ selected media ?le 122, 188

selected or provided video or movie clips 128. The storytell

that is created using video generator 154. For example, the

ing/overlay portion 136 of the projected image 134 Would
typically correspond to the overlay image/stream 124 While
the customiZed/personaliZe portion 138 may correspond to

GUI 178 may prompt the user to ?rst select a food product

130 to decorate, and then, in response to their decision, to
50

?les 164 suited for that food product 130.
In practice, the digital still and video images may be stored
in a variety of useful forms and formats, e.g., the movie ?les

the user selected/provided images and movies 126 and 128.
In practice, the projected image 134 may be thought of as

a composite image stream combining system provided
images/image streams With those chosen or provided by a
user/ operator to create a customiZed and/or personaliZed pro

prompt the user to choose among a set of storytelling/overlay

184 and media ?le 188 may be formatted per one or more of
55

the MPEG or similar compression standards for video and

jected image 134 (and corresponding celebration event using
system 100). For example, the storytelling/overlay portion

audio data. In this description, the generation, transfer, and

13 6 may include images and text indicating the progressing of
a storyline and/or may provide framing images (such as char

to particular methods of formatting, transferring, and storing

acters from a celebrant’s favorite movie, images related to

storage of video and/ or audio ?les is not intended to be limited

such video and/or audio information/data, and the terms
60

media, and the like are used in their conventional and general
meanings and some of these terms may be used interchange

their interests, and so on) With the customiZed portion 138

providing the storyline/content (e.g., the portion 138 may

ably.

include still images 126 shoWing the celebrant at various
stages of their life from an infant until present day, may

include still images shoWing their interests, their favorite

media ?le, video, movie, user image, projected image or

65

The GUI 178 may further alloW the user to choose among
a set of selectable images 166 and/or movies/videos 168 for

characters, and so on, may include movies of them at their

inserting into the chosen storytelling ?le 164, and the video

Wedding, of their last game, or of other times of interest). The

generator 154 and GUI 178 may also alloW editing of the food

US 8,223,196 B2
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product media ?le such as to choose Where and When the
selected images and movies 166, 168 are provided in a pro

screens). In other cases, the user may simply access such data
via the client device 170 such as When the user is using a client
device at an event facility rather than pre-de?ning the pro

jected image. Further, in some embodiments, the user of node
170 may be prompted via GUI 178 to provide one or more of
their oWn user images 182 and movie ?les 184 from memory

jected image. At 320, the method 300 continues With receiv
5

180 (or from another location/device on netWork 140) for

insertion by the video generator 154 into the augmentation

continues at 326 by providing the user/ client With choices for
storytelling or overlay portions to include in the projected
media. For example, the video generator 154 or other pro

media ?le 188, Which may be stored on the user’ s device 170,
on the server 150, and/or on the projector 110 (or a device

associated With the projector 110). The user may then provide
the digitally augmented food product media ?le 188 over the

gram module of server 150 may update the GUI 178 to
include a set of story/overlay ?les 164 suited for use With or

netWork 140 or at the location of the projector 110 for use in

outputting 112 the projected image/media to augment the

corresponding to the selected food product 130. At 330, the
method 300 continues With receiving a user overlay selection,
Which again may be provided via the I/O 174 of client device

cake or other food product 130.
FIG. 2 illustrates use of a projector 210 (Which may be a

speci?c implementation of projector 110 of system 100) to
digitally augment or decorate a food product 230. The food
product 230 is shoWn as a rectangular, 3D object such as a
rectangular sheet cake but other shapes may be augmented as
taught herein. FIG. 2 illustrates use of the projector 210 to
project 234A a projected image on projection surface 232 on
food product 230 at a ?rst time (along a video play timeline or

170 and/ or GUI 178 over the netWork 140 to augmentation
server 150 and may indicate one of the story/ overlay ?les 164
to use in generating a media ?le 122, 188 by the generator
20

154.At 340, the method 300 includes for the overlay selection
providing the user With user-selectable images 166 and/or
video/movie segments 168 for inclusion in the media ?le 122,
188. At 344, the method 300 continues With receiving a user’ s
selection of none, one, or more of the selectable portions 164
and 166, and, in some cases, a selection of When and Where in

use of projector 210). At this ?rst time, t1, the projected image
234A includes a ?rst overlay image or portion 236A and a ?rst

customized/personalized portion 238A, Which may be the

ing the user product selection from the user such as by the user
selecting from a pull doWn list in a GUI 178.
At 326, based on the selected food product, the method 300

25

the projected image 134 the selections are to be presented

celebrant of a birthday party as a baby. At a second time, t2,

(e.g., in What order, in certain geography of the projection

the projected image 2346 may include a second overlay

image. Likewise, at a third time, t3, the projected image 2340

surface 132, and so on).
At 350, the user is prompted such as via GUI 178 to provide
images 182 and/ or movie clips 184 for inclusion in the video
stream generated by video generator 154. At 356, the method
300 includes receiving the user’ s inputs (or an indication that
no user provided images or ?les are to be provided) that may

may include a third overlay image or portion 2366 (Which

provide one or more of the images 182 or movie ?les 184 from

image or portion 236B (Which may be the same or different

than portion 236A) and a second customized/personalized
portion 2386, Which may be a still image (or movie) of the

30

celebrant at a second age or shoW another user-selected

memory 180. At 360, the video generator 154 (Which may be

may be the same or different than portions 236A, 2366) and a

third customized/personalized portion 2380, Which may be

35

another still image of the celebrant or chosen by for that
person or a movie clip chosen for or by that person to cus

tomiZe the projected image 234C. In this manner, the food
product 230 is digitally enhanced With a video image that, at
least in this example, includes a composite image including a

and/or stored in memory 180 of the client device 170 as
40

storytelling/overlay portion along With a customiZed/person

images/videos.

As discussed above, the projector may be provided in the

FIG. 3 illustrates an augmentation method 300 as may be
45

method 300 starts at 304 such as by generating a set of
storytelling ?les or image streams that may be used by a user
for creating a video for projecting on a cake or other food
product. This may involve de?ning a set of cake or food

product shapes and siZes and storylines and then creating
background, foreground, framing, and other images foruse as

shoWn at 188. At 370, the method 300 includes operating the
projector 110 to project 112 the augmented video or image
134 on the surface 132 of the food product 130. The method
300 then ends at 390.

aliZed portion With user selected and/or user provided

provided by operation of the system 100 of FIG. 1. The

run on device 170) operates to generate a digital augmenta

tion video (or projected media ?le) that may be stored on
server 150, provided as media ?le 122 to the projector 110,

form of a conventional digital projector such as a DLP, but, in
other embodiments, it may be desirable to provide a projector
that can be placed directly upon or near the food product. FIG.

4 illustrates an augmentation system 400 that is readily imple
mented in a retail or residential setting to celebrate an event by
50

decorating or enhancing a food product With projected
images. As shoWn, the system 400 includes a food product
430 (e.g., a cake or the like) With a 3D edible projection
surface 432. The system 400 also includes a decoration or

a base video (e.g., a storybook With a plurality of images that
may be shoWn in a video or slideshoW format With spaces or

ornament 408 adapted for placing on the projection surface

gaps that may be ?lled by user selected and/or provided
images/videos). The step 304 may also involve storing a
number of selectable images and movies 166, 168 to be pre

432 such as in the form of a cake topper or ornament. The
55

sented to a user for each story/overlay ?le 164.

At step 310, the method 300 may include serving or pro

the transfer of an MPEG or other movie ?le to the memory
420 or this may be done by Wired or Wireless data transfer in

viding a client or user With a digital augmentation selection

and generation input form. For example, the system 100 may

decoration 408 includes a digital projector 410 con?gured for
projecting 412 using a digital media ?le stored in memory 420
(e.g., the decoration 408 may have a USB port for alloWing

60

real time during projection 412 or for storage in memory

420).

be operated to serve With the server 150 one or more GUIs/

pages 162 to a client device 170 to request the user to choose

The projector assembly 408 may be con?gured for use With

a food product for decorating or augmenting (e.g., do you

a particular food product (e.g., siZe and shape) and operated

Want to decorate a rectangular or circular cake, What siZe,
Would you like to augment a chocolate fountain, and such

prompts may include photos/ images of various “base” prod
ucts or projector surfaces 132 or edible, 3D projector

by placing in a particular location and orientation prior to use
65

(eg a comer, an edge, a central location, and so on). In other
cases, the projector assembly 408 may be useful With tWo or
more food product con?gurations and/or have a projector 410

US 8,223,196 B2
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that can have its focus and other operating parameters
adjusted to facilitate use. During use of the system 400, the

enhance depth, shoW textures, and other features on the sur

face 532 (e.g., the portions of image 512 projected onto

projector 410 outputs (as shoWn at 412) a projected image 434

decoration 534 may differ from that project upon decoration
536, the top of decoration 534 may be green to shoW leaves
While the bottom is broWn to shoW tree bark, and so on). In

on the projector surface 432 of the food product 400. The
projected image 434 may include an overlay or storytelling

portion 436 and a customiZation/personaliZation portion 438,

contrast, Without projected image 512, the surface 532 may

as discussed above With reference to FIGS. 1-3.

have a different appearance (e.g., an all White frosted cake or

In other embodiments, it may be desirable to digitally

the like).

enhance or augment an edible, 3D projector screen With a
scripted movie or image so as to provide the appearance of an

In some embodiments, it may be desirable that the food
product be augmented or enhanced to provide true or real time

interactive food product/imagery. FIG. 5 illustrates a food

interactivity With a user or human operator/actor. Such inter

product augmentation system 500 adapted to enhance or

activity may take the form of tracking changes in the topog
raphy (or shape/3D texture) of a projection surface on the
food product. The interactivity may also take the form of
tracking of use, movement, and/or positioning of interactive
tools/objects. In some embodiments, both forms (and/or other
forms) of interactivity are provided in a single system, While

decorate a foodproduct (such as a multi-layer cake or the like)
530. The projector 510 is controlled or operated by a com
puter/controller 570 With a CPU 572 that is used to selectively

transmit scripted media ?les 574 to the video projector for
projecting as projected image or media 512 on the 3D pro

jector surface 532, Which includes all the layers and/or deco
rations upon the surfaces of the food product 530 exposed to
the projector 510. The controller 570 may also use the media
?les 574 to operate an audio system 560 to output a
soundtrack or audio stream associated With the projected

other cases may involve providing one of these interactivity
20

provide interactivity With a digitally augmented food product.

image 512. For example, the audio system 560 may be used to
provide audio cues or triggers indicating to a human actor or

person interacting With the food product 53 0 to take particular

techniques. The system 600 shoWn in FIG. 6 provides both
forms of interactivity While the system 700 shoWn/ described
in FIGS. 7-10 shoWs use of sensing changes in topography to

25

action such as cutting a piece off to “cause” a scripted or

upcoming part of the media ?le 574 and projected image 512.

With reference to FIG. 6, the augmentation system 600
includes a projector 610 that is operable to display 612 a
projected image 634 upon a 3D projection surface 632 of a
food product 630. The projection surface 632 may include a
base surface 638 (e.g., a layer of a cake or the like at a
particular height above a pan 690 or support surface or a

The food product 530 may include multi-layers as shoWn
and also include a number of ornaments or toppers 534, 536,

distance/depth from the projector 61 0 (or its projection lens)),

538. In some embodiments, the controller 570 may use a 30 a recessed surface 644 at a loWer height relative to the pan 690
decoration/ornamentation movement script 576 that corre
or further aWay from the projector 61 0, and one or more raised

sponds to the media ?le 574 (or is a part of such ?le) to
provide operating signals to the ornaments 534, 536, 538 that
may take the form of motoriZed or operable ?gurines or the
like that move 535, 537, 539 on the 3D projector surface 532.
The projected image 512 may vary When such movement
occurs to create a unique effect (such as by highlighting these

moving ornaments 534, 536, 538 With brighter light, With
differing colors, With ?ashing lights, and so on). As With the
augmentation systems of FIGS. 1 and 2, the projected image

(and optionally movable) objects 640 that are closer to the
projector 610 than the base surface 638. The projected image
634 is designed to provide a boundary or framing image 636
35
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512 typically Will change over time to tell a story and entertain

vieWing guests.
The media ?le 574 is “scripted” in the sense that it may

provide changes or differing projected images on all or por
tions of the cake or other food product 53 0 at prede?ned times
or points in the projection. These changes or neW effects may
folloW cues or triggers (audio and/or visual) used to indicate
to a human actor that it is time to take a prede?ned action. For
example, FIG. 5 illustrates an operator or actor 502 using a
utensil such as a knife 504 to cut a piece 554 of cake (or other
food product) 530, and this produces a space, void, or
recessed surface 540 in the 3D edible projector surface 532. If
the cutting by actor 502 occurs at a cued or scripted time, the

50
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the system 600 includes a computer/controller 650 With a
CPU 652 that runs a video generator or similar program(s)
654 that modi?es an augmentation video 658, Which may be

a dynamically rendered animation stream that provides the
projected image 634 that is stored in memory or buffered as it
is fed to the projector 610.

The system 600 includes a depth sensing mechanism 676
communicatively linked With the controller 650 that provides

displaying a message or image 556 on one or more surfaces of

the piece (or other object) 554 heldby actor 504 in a particular
location relative to the surface 532 (e.g., “Happy Birthday,
To an observer, the projected images 550, 556 may appear
to be occurring in response to actions taken by the actor 502,
504, Which provides a simulation of an interactive food prod
uct 530 (or interactive display 512). Note, also, that the media
?le 574 is typically selected to suit a particular edible 3D
projector surface 532 and its particular 3D topography to

Signi?cantly, the system 600 is adapted to modify (e.g.,
render in real time or in a responsive manner) the projected
image 634 based on sensed changes in the topography of the
3D projection surface such as changes to the base or recessed
surfaces 638, 644 or movement of the object 640. To this end,

the exposed surfaces 540. Other scripted aspects may include

Joey!” or some other personaliZed or standard message and/
or images).

includes a differing image 645 that is projected onto the
recessed surface 644 and yet another image 641 that is pro
jected onto the raised object 640. For example, the recessed
surface image 645 may be a ?oWing river While the base
surface image 639 is grass bloWing in the Wind and the object
based image 641 also differs (e.g., snoW and rocks When the
object 640 is a mountain, leaves and bark When the object 640
is a tree, and so on).

45

projected media 512 may then “react” by shoWing something
neW such as birds, butter?ies, or the like ?ying outWard from

on the base surface 638 and a differing base-surface image
639 on the base surface 638. The projected image 634

data in an ongoing manner to a depth processor 670 to deter
60

mine changes in depth or the topography of the 3D projection
surface 632, and these changes in topography of surface 632
are fed to the video generator 654 for use in creating/updating

the augmentation video 658. This updated and/or dynami
cally rendered video stream is fed to the projector 610 for
65

projecting 612 as projected image 634 With the framing
image 636, the base surface image 639, the obj ect-based
image 641, and the recessed surface image 645 in the proper
locations. The depth sensing mechanism 676 may include one

US 8,223,196 B2
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or more depth sensing cameras (e.g., one or more ZcamTM

634 Where a magic Wand is tracked as touching or passing the
cake surface 632 or ghosts may stream out of a gap in the
surface 632 When a knife is tracked/ sensed as cutting the cake
630.
FIG. 7 illustrates an embodiment of a digital augmentation

depth sensing cameras available from 3DV Systems or the

like). In other cases, the depth sensing mechanism 676 may
include an infrared (IR) ?ood device and IR sensitive camera
and pan 690 With a retrore?ective surface may be positioned
under the cake or food product 630. In use, the camera Would
see shadoW or nothing if the cake/food product 630 is present
and re?ection of IR if cake or a piece/slice is removed to
expose the pan 690.

5

system 700 that is adapted for providing interactivity tracking
based on changes in the shape or topography of the 3D pro

jection surface provided by a food product (e.g., a cake in this
exemplary system 700 but useful With nearly any edible prod

The system 600 may also include an interactivity tracking
mechanism 684 that is adapted to collect tracking or interac

processing by the tracking processor 680, Which, in turn,

uct). As shoWn, the system 700 includes a computer or con
troller 710 that provides or runs hardWare and softWare to
track changes in the surface topography and to render an
augmentation video based on a determined present/existing
surface shape, Which may include current locations of mov
able decorations or objects. The system 700 includes a pro

provides interactivity location and other information to the

jector 720 controlled by the computer/ controller 710 to

video generator 654. The video generator 654 then may act to
create a neW or updated augmentation video 658. The video

project an augmentation video or media for the existing 3D
topography of food product or cake 740. The projector 720

658 may be generated in part as including a projected image

may be supported on support or frame 714, Which may also

tivity data related to movement of an operator or human actor
602, 604 near or over the 3D projection surface 632. The

collected tracking data is passed to the controller 650 for

662 or a video 664 from memory 660, e.g., the response to a 20 act as or be part of an alignment mechanism used to align the

food product 740 (or its top/projection surface) With the pro
jector 720.

particular interactivity action (such as Waving a Wand) may be
to display an image at the detected interactivity location or
display a video clip at this location. As shoWn, a user or
operator 602 may use a utensil such as a knife With markers to
cut the food product 630 or a user or operator 604 may use a 25

magic Wand With markers to interact With the food product
630. Such interactions may be tracked by tracking mecha
nism 684 and data processed by tracking processor 680 such

distance related information to the computer or controller 710

for processing to determine the present topography of the
food product 740. Based on this determined, current topog
raphy or shape, the computer 710 (or its hardWare and soft

that the video generator 654 may in real time or in response

update/render the augmentation video 658 to alter the pro
jected image 634 to respond to the tracked interaction by the

30

Ware components) functions to render a modi?ed augmenta
tion video or media that is then transmitted to the projector

720 for projection on the food product 740. The food product

user 602, 604.
There are numerous options available for tracking the user

740 is placed on a support plate/pan 742, and, in some cases,

the projected image is rendered to suit all exposed images

602, 604 When they interact With the food product 630 or the

projected media or image 634. For example, magnetic track

To track changes in the cake’s surfaces, the system 700
includes a depth sensing or topography tracking mechanism
730 (such as depth sensing camera(s)) that provides depth or

35

including the pan 742. For example, as shoWn, one or more

ers or markers may be provided on the utensils (such as a knife
blade or handle), on a Wand, or on movable decorations such

pieces of cake 740 are cut out and removed exposing the pan

as object 640. Then, the tracking mechanism 684 Would be
selected for use in tracking motion and/or location of such
magnetic trackers/markers, and, in one case, magnetic six
degree-of-freedom (DOF), 3D, or similar trackers are used
(e.g., such as available from Polhemus, Ascension Technol
ogy Corporation, or other distributors).
In another embodiment of system 600, optical trackers or

renders in response/real time a neW augmentation video that

742, and the computer 710 determines this topography and

40

is projected onto both the food product surfaces and the
exposed portion of the pan 742 (e.g., With a river ?oWing onto
the recessed surface provided by the pan 742 With the video
generation program being designed to provide Water on all
surfaces at a depth or distance from the tracking mechanism

730 that is greater than the base surface of the food product

markers are provided on the items/ objects to be tracked such
as marker-based 6 DOF optical trackers such as those avail

7 40).

able from PhaseSpace Inc. (Which is a motion capture system

projection surface 820 exposed on top of the cake 740 to the

that may be LED based With use of markers and cameras),

projector and projected images. The projection surface 820

NaturalPoint, Inc. (a NaturalPointTM tracking system Which is
retrore?ector based), Vicon (Which is a digital optical track
ing system that may be marker based), or other developers/
designers/ distributors, and, in each of these cases, the track
ing mechanism 684 and tracking processor/software 680
Would be selected to suit tracking of such optical marker
devices. In other cases, the tracking mechanism 684 and
softWare 680 provide an image-based tracking system that
may act to analyZe images of the user (or items held by the
user) to determine hoW he/ she is moving relative to the 3D
projection surface 632 (e. g., silhouette-based tracking as may

be provided by Organic Motion, gesture recognition as may

FIG. 8 illustrates the cake 740 in more detail shoWing a 3D

50

placed on the base surface 822 and is at a smaller depth or
55

distance from the projector/depth sensing mechanism. The
projection surface 820 further includes a recessed surface 826
that is at a depth greater than the base surface 822 (farther

aWay from the projector/depth sensing mechanism), and the
recessed surface and sides of the cake 740 may be de?ned by
60

edges 827.
In the illustrated example, the augmentation video pro

be provided by GestureTek, or the like). In each of these

jected by the projector provides a projected image that

cases, the user and/or their utensils (or handheld items) may
be tracked and then the augmentation video 658 (and pro

jected image 634) is updated in real-time based upon the
user’s actions. For example, Water may ?oW into a space
Where a piece of cake is tracked as being removed based on
user’s actions or ?oWers may be caused to groW in the image

includes a base surface 822 that, in this example, is a planar
surface at a prede?ned depth (or distance from a projector/
depth sensing mechanism). The surface 820 also includes a
movable, raised object or decoration 824, Which takes the
form of a mountain in this example, and the object 824 is

65

includes a base image 830 (shoWn as grass bloWing in the
Wind) on the base surface 822, and a boundary or frame image
832 is provided about each section of the base image 830
adjacent edges 827 betWeen the base surface 822 and recessed
surfaces 826 or cake sides. The projected image also includes
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a recessed surface image 834 (shown as Water that may be

surface(s) designed (at least base or original shapes/designs).
Step 1105 typically Will also involve selecting the techniques

?owing in some cases) that is projected upon all recessed
surfaces 826 or surfaces having a greater depth than the base

to be used for determining the topography of the food product

surface 822.

and for tracking interactivity as Well as Which projector to use

The projected image further includes an object-speci?c
image 838 that is proj ected upon the object 824, Wherever the
object 824 happens to be placed upon the base surface 822. In
this example, the object 824 is a mountain and the image 838

in the augmentation system. Once these decisions are made,
the computer may be loaded With the appropriate depth/dis

tance processing softWare/hardWare for determining topog
raphy and the appropriate tracking data processing softWare/

includes a rocky base With a snoWy peak, but in other cases the

object-speci?c image 838 may take many other forms suited
to the particular object (such as a tree, a character/?gurine,

hardWare for tracking movement of the user and/ or utensils
10

they may position near the projection surface. The projector,

interactivity tracking mechanism(s), and depth sensing

and so on). If the object 824 is moved to another location on

mechanism(s) then may be positioned above or nearby a
support location for a food product (e. g., to align these
devices With the projection surface of the food product or later

the base surface 822, the depth sensing mechanism 730 Will
provide data to the computer/controller 710 that is processed
to determine a neW/existing topography of the surface 820
including a location of the object 824. The computer and its
hardWare/softWare act to dynamically render the augmenta
tion video to update the projected image, Which in this case

positioned food product).

Would result in the object-speci?c image 838 still being pro
jected upon the object 824 but a change in the base image 830

are aligned properly With the food product (e.g., With the
center of the projector surface aligned With a projection lens

At step 1110, the method 1100 continues With providing a
food product With a 3D projector surface on the support. In

step 1120, the projector, depth sensor, and tracing device(s)
20

of the projector and With its base surfaces a prede?ned dis
tance or depth from the projector and sensing/tracking
devices). At 1130, the method 1100 continues With generat

and, in some locations of object 824, a change in the bound

ary/framing image 832 (as the grass or other base image
Would be projected onto the old/prior location of the object

ing an augmentation video or media for the selected food

824 but not on the neW location).

During operation of the system 700, the projected image is

25

updated Whenever a change in topography occurs and is

techniques described above such as via online/netWorked
interaction With a client, via an onsite decorating process, and

detected by operation of the depth sensing mechanism 730
and computer 710 and its topography determination pro
grams/modules. FIG. 9 illustrates the cake 740 as a piece 970
is being cut. The edges or cut lines 974 are forming a rectangle

product 1130, and this may be generated using any of the

30

the like. At 1140, the projector is operated by the controller to
project the augmentation video on the 3D projector surface of
the food product as a projected image.

that extends through the base image 830, the framing/bound
ary image 832, and the recessed surface image 834. In FIG.

rently (or selectively) operating to track changes in the pro

10, the food product or cake 740 is shoWn after the cut piece

jector surface topography or shape and to track user interac

970 has been removed to expose neW side portions 1027 and
a portion of the cake pan 742.

At this point, the method 1100 may include the concur

tivity. Regarding surface topography, the method 1100
35

mechanism 730 and computer 710 have functioned to deter
mine the neW or current topography of the cake 740, have
rendered or generated a neW augmentation video, and the

video is being projected by the projector 720 as the projected

and this may include using a depth sensing camera and asso
ciated softWare to determine the present contours of the pro
40

jector surface. If no change is detected, the method 1100
continues at 1150, but, When a change is detected, the method
1100 continues at 1154 With determining neW depths/topog
raphy of the 3D projector surface such as by the computer
running a depth processor module to process the data from the

45

depth sensing mechanism to map the shape of the projector

image. The updated or dynamically generated projected
image or media includes a base image 1030 With a neW shape
as the removed piece 970 previously had included some of the

base image 830. The projected image also includes a recre
ated framing or boundary image 1032 that is adjacent neW
sides/edges 1027 or betWeen the base image 1030 and the

surface. Then, at 1158, the method 1100 continues With gen

erating/rendering an updated augmentation video/media

sides/drop off 1027. Further, the projected image includes an
additional recessed surface portion 1034 that extends the
recessed surface image 834 onto the exposed surfaces of the
pan 742, e. g., to shoW the river/Water in all recessed surfaces
similar to the true interactivity that is expected to occur With

based on the determined, altered 3D projector surface for the
food product (such as by operating one or more video gen
50

and so on). The method 1100 then continues at 1140 With

raphy and appear as shoWn in FIG. 8. In this manner, the food
55

Alternatively or concurrently, the method 1100 may
include detecting or sensing user interactivity at 1160 such as

augmentation method 1100 that may be implemented using

by using an interactivity tracking mechanism to detect move
60

or tracking techniques. If no interactivity occurs, the method
1100 continues at 1160, but When interactivity is detected, the
method 1100 continues at 1162 With processing of the sensed

generator for rendering an augmentation video in real time in
response to determined changes in projection surface topog

step 1105, a particular food product may be selected and its

ment of a knife, Wand, or other utensil proximate to the

projection surface using optical, magnetic, or other trackers

such as With providing a computer/controller With a video

raphy and/or in response to tracked/ detected user interactivity
on or near the projection surface of the food product. Also, in

operating the projector to project the updated or neWly ren
dered augmentation video upon the altered food product sur
face as projected images/media, or the process 1100 may end
at 1190.

FIG. 11 illustrates an implementation of a food product

the techniques and systems described herein such as by
operation of the system 600. The method 1100 starts at 1105

erator modules to render neW animation shoWing an added

recessed surface, movement of a raised obj ect/ decoration,

Water. If the piece 970 is replaced, the projected image Would
be updated to return to the original projection surface topog
product 740 in system 700 provides an interactive experience
With the projected image providing digital enhancement or
augmentation by altering the look of the projection surfaces.

includes at 1150 detecting a change in the depth betWeen the

projector and the projector surface of the food product (e. g.,
detecting a change in the surface topography or contours),

FIG. 10 illustrates the cake 740 after the depth sensing
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interactivity data, Which may involve the computer running a
tracking processor module(s) to process IR re?ections from
retrore?ective material or other motion/device tracking tech

